
Gutenberg Blocks
https://wpdemo.net/demos/plugins/advanced-gutenberg

PublishPress Blocks Gutenberg Editor Plugin has everything you need to build
professional websites with the WordPress block editor. The extra blocks include layout
options, sliders, buttons, icons, image galleries, maps, tabs, testimonials, accordions,
and more.

5 POWERFUL BLOCK EDITOR FEATURES IN PUBLISHPRESS BLOCKS

1. The best Latest News / Content block in WordPress: The Content Display
block allows you to show posts, pages and other content types in many beautiful
layouts.

2. Over 20 extra Gutenberg blocks: The blocks include accordions, galleries,
sliders, tabs, maps, tables, recent posts, and more.

3. Permissions for the block editor: You can control who can use each block,
including default WordPress blocks.

4. Custom CSS styles for your blocks: You can add your own CSS styles for your
blocks. Anyone editing posts can quickly add the styles to blocks.

5. Block layout and page-builder features: Choose from dozens of page builder
layouts. Each one is customizable for desktop, tablet and mobile devices.

THE BEST LATEST NEWS / CONTENT BLOCK FOR WORDPRESS

PublishPress Blocks features the best content block in WordPress. You can use the
“Content Display” block to create blog layouts, lists of posts by a specific author, or
even complete newspaper frontpages.

This block allows you to show posts, pages and other content types in many beautiful
layouts. These layout options are Grid, Frontpage, List, Newspaper, Masonry, and 
Slider.

You also have dozens of different ways to customize your content. You can filter your
content by author, category or tag. You can add many types of data to your layouts
including posted date, updated date, images, authors, excerpts, intro text, comments
and more.
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We’ve already mentioned many features of the Content Display block. So what are you
waiting for? Install PublishPress Blocks and check out the Content Display
block.

This block really is the best way to showcase your posts in the Gutenberg editor.
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